SPILL KIT CONTENTS
 PURPLE CHEMOGOWN
 SAFEGUARD OVERSHOES

x1
x 1 PAIR

 SAFETY GLASSES

x 1 PAIR

 RESPIRATOR MASK

x1

 CHEMOSAFE PURPLE GLOVES
 MEDIUM

x 2 PAIRS

 LARGE

x 2 PAIRS

 HAIRNET

x1

 CHEMOSORB PADS

x2

 TOWELETTES

x4

 PURPLE CYTOTOXIC WASTE BAG

x1

 WHITE WASTE BAG

x1

 CABLE TIES

x2

 PLASTIC SCOOP & SCRAPER

x1

 CAUTION HAZARDOUS DRUGS SPILL SIGNS

x2

 BOTTLE OF WATER 200ML

x1

 INCIDENT REPORT FORM

x1

HAZARDOUS DRUGS SPILL KIT

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 02 9851 4600 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.cleanroom.com.au

HAZARDOUS DRUGS
SPILL KIT PROCEDURE
1. DO NOT PANIC - STOP AND THINK. Alert others to the spill. Do not leave spill unattended.
2. Remove contaminated clothing quickly and wash affected skin with soap and water.
3. Contain the spill
a) Place towelettes around the spill to contain it.
b) For liquid or powder spills, gently lay the Chemosorb pads over the spill.
4. Prominently display the Caution Hazardous Drugs Spill signs at the spill’s perimeters.
5. Don Personal Protection in the following sequence:
a) Respirator mask
b) Safety glasses
c) Hairnet (if you have long hair)
d) One pair of gloves
e) Chemogown – keep inner pair of gloves under the Chemogown
f)

Overshoes

g) Second pair of gloves. Pull gloves over the Chemogown cuff.
6. Set up - Open white and purple waste bags & roll down the top so items can be placed inside without touching
their exteriors. Make sure all kit items are within easy reach.
7. Clean the spill - If a powder spill, gently pour water onto Chemosorb pad so that it saturates (without flooding)
the area. Wait for the water to soak through the pad into the powder.
8. Scoop up broken glass and / or powder slurry using the plastic scoop and scraper and dispose of it in the
white waste bag.
9. Using towelettes moistened with water, start from the spill’s outside edge to carefully wipe towards the spill’s
centre and dispose of it in the white bag. Use a fresh wipe each time.
10. Dry the area - Using any remaining towelettes, dry the area and dispose of them in the white bag.
11. If required, as detailed in the standard operating procedures at your facility, give the area a final wash with a
mild detergent or hypochlorite solution. Note that these extra cleaning agents are not included in the spill kit
and will need to be maintained separately.
12. Discard waste - Remove all Personal Protection in the following sequence:
a) Overshoes
b) Outer gloves – be careful not to contaminate the inner gloves
d) Safety glasses
13. Place these items in the white bag and carefully tie it at the top using a cable tie. Do not press it down as
broken glass could puncture the bag.
14. Place the white bag inside the purple bag without touching its exterior then remove inner pair of purple gloves
and respirator and place of them in the purple waste bag.
15. Use the second cable tie to secure the purple waste bag and dispose of it as per your facilities protocol or
according to state legislation.
16. Wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water.
17. Report the incident – Advise your supervisor and complete the Incident Report Form.
18. Replace the Spill Kit - Discard the old spill kit and arrange to have another kit ordered.
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HAZARDOUS DRUGS SPILL KIT

c) Chemogown

